Hi,

First of all, Great thanks for the VMLite fantastic job!

Is "VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox" compatible with "Virtual Box" 4.0?

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and Virtual Box 4.0
Posted by admin - 2011/02/12 07:53

no, it's incompatible.

We will provide a new plugin for v4, probably in April.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and Virtual Box 4.0
Posted by Abrasax - 2011/03/31 00:20

Hi,

Have you more informations about the release date of the VMLite Workstation Plugin for VirtualBox v4?

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and Virtual Box 4.0
Posted by admin - 2011/03/31 22:15

we are syncing up the code with v4 now. More realistically, we may have v4 in June.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and Virtual Box 4.0
Posted by sbarne3 - 2011/08/05 17:25

admin wrote:
we are syncing up the code with v4 now. More realistically, we may have v4 in June.
Could you kindly provide an update on this?
A plugin that works with virtualbox v4 is precisely what I am needing right now.
Thanks so much! :(
Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by DarkPhoenix - 2011/08/13 06:45

I want an update too. Hows that plugin coming for Virtual Box ver 4? You were syncing up the code months ago and said it should be out in June. What happened? You guys have a setback?

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by admin - 2011/08/13 12:29

sorry about the delay.

vbox v4 has changed plugin interface drastically, so we have to redesign the plugin.

Once we release vmlite v4, we will do a plugin for vbox. I can't give a specific date for the release, as we are currently focusing on vboot and application virtualization products.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by DarkPhoenix - 2011/08/14 06:29

Thank you for letting us know what's going on. I'll look forward to it.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by tizisa - 2011/09/04 11:50

is there a plan for the release?

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by huisinro - 2011/09/05 11:49

we have finished a build for vmlite v4, now doing testing. After we release vmlite v4, we will work on a plugin for vbox, which won't take a long.

We will also release a vm for VMLite Android, which runs Android on Windows very fast, and with
If the whole plugin for some unknown reasons is hard to update, why not split it into pieces and update one feature per time?

Easiest thing would be downloading of MS XP image - but screw it, it is borderline from piracy. Then importing MS VPC image into VirtualBox VM
Then maybe "seemless mode" - interesting thing, like good old OS/2, but to me it was fuzzy and hard to use, so i would not loose much if it would be missed for a while.

3.2.6 is looong time behind, it seems you just have no power to update all and every thing u wish. Then please, update at least something!

+1. I want the update too!
So many people are waiting.

If you only wanted to run XP Mode within VirtualBox as activated, you can use this attached bios file.

Unzip the file to someehere, e.g., c:vmlite-biospcbios.bin
then you need to run this command to use it to replace VirtualBox bios for a specified vm.

VBoxManage.exe setextradata your-vm-name "VBoxInternal/Devices/pcbios/0/Config/BiosRom" "c:vmlite-biospcbios.bin"

You should be able to do this on Linux/Mac too, to run XP mode activated.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by admin - 2011/10/03 11:02

This modified bios is compatible with vbox 4.0.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by influnza - 2011/10/03 11:50

Thank you.
By the way, I've already managed to receive the file via installing old versions and analyzing the VM's xml and working conditions. %)

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by admin - 2011/10/03 11:55

After we release vmlite 4, we may have time to do a plugin.

We are trying to get out vmlite v4 beta late this week. v4 will integrate our virtual disk driver to mount virtual disk files from same gui, and allow you to quickly create a vm almost identical to the host os instance in a few mins, in additions to syncing up with vbox v4 code.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by hazenou - 2012/03/29 05:06

i hope the new version vmlite plugin come soon.....

Test, just a test
Posted by XRumerTest - 2013/07/07 23:43

Hello. And Bye.

Re: VMLite XP Mode Plugin for VirtualBox and VirtualBox 4.0
Posted by bomcilva - 2016/04/22 11:26
I tried this bios file today with VirtualBox 5.0.16 and it worked great.